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TeEew;e$$y AuPudy Ped ONe Box ?XO Soday-Dwsy Terwitsee 37379-?xo

Robert A. Fenech
V(o Pres, dent Sequoyah tW+w Plant

December 21, 1992

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATD4: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY - SEQUOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2 - DOCKET
NOS. 50-327 AND 50-328 - FACILITY OPERATING LICENSES DPR-77 AND DPR-79 -
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) 50-327/92021

The enclosed LER provides details concerning'a failure to verify valve
positions for verification of containment integrity. This event is being
report.ed in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(1)(B) as an operation
prohibited by technical specifications.

Sincerely,

Qhl f. ,-- "A

Robert A. Fenech

Enclosure
cc: See page 2
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Pege 2
December 21 1992

cc (Enclosure):
'

INPO Records Center
"Institute of Nuclear Powar Operations

1100 circle 75 Parkway Suite 1500 ,

Atlanta, Georgia 30339-3064

Mr.-D. E. LaBarge, Project Manager '

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint, North- --

11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852-2739 !

NRC Resident Inspector
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
2600 Igou Ferry Road
Soddy-Daisy Tennessee 37379-3624

Mr. B. A. Wilson, Project Chief.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission '

Region II !

101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900 j

Atlanta, Georgia 30323-0199 _{
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-NRC fora 366 U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMM!$$10N Approved OMB No. 3150 0104 |

Expires 4/30/92 J-(6-89) .

tlCINSEE EVENI REPORT (LER)

'TACIL!TY NAME (1) | DOCKET NUMBER (2) LIAGIl3.L
_s m osah A clear _rjenL_ualti_ 101519]nlo13JL11J11DfLOLS
TITLE (4) f ailure to Verif y Valve Positions for Verification of Containment Integrity

_EY1NLDALf5LJ LE!LitVtEEL10) llEEORLDATE (7) l OltiLR_fAELL111ESJHY0 EYED _1EL

| | | | |$0QUENTIAL| | REVISION | | | | FACILITY HAMES |DOCKETNUMBER(S)
t10NIliLDALlYEAllYEARJ_LUVtWER_LJEtst1LjuonitiLDALllEAR_L3ewayah. UniL2 JQl51alDlDJ31ZllL

I I I LI Ll i I I I I
JL1LzL913LZL2LILJ 0 l_2 LLLLajaLLtl2LIL113121 10151DJ0101 LL

OPERATING | |THISREPORTISSUBMITTEDPUR$UANTTOTHEREQUIREMENTSOF10CFR$:
MODE | Li che c ksne_o r_more..mLtheJs110 ting.1111)
(9L J l L l20.402(b) Ll20.405(c) L|50.73(a)(2)(iv) L|73.71(b)

POWER | L|20.405(a)(1)(1) |_|50.36(c)(1) |_|50.73(a)(2)(v) L|73.71(c)
LEVEL | |__|20.405(a)(1)(li) |_|50.36(c)t2) |_|50.73(a)(2)(vil) |_|0THER(Specifyin
flDLL1LOLOLl20.405(aH 1 Hiii) lxxl50.73(aH2Hi) Ll50.73(a)(2)(viii)(A) | Abstract below and in

L|20.405(a)(1)(iv) |_|50.73(a)(2)(ll) L|50.73(a)(2)(vili)(B) | Text. NRC form 366A)
l_120 d1051alill hL_Ll50 J31 a H RH111LLl50 J3( aHIM O 1

_ LICEt{$LL(Q!ilACllQ!LIHIS LER (12)
NAME | TELEEtiOHLNVtfER

|AREACODE|
J aLD airm en Eialompliance_Lic ensing iE I 1!SJ Bl4 1 3J - I7I7 1419

COMELEILONLLINLLORlACtLC0tiEONENLIAILURLDESCRIDEDltLIlililEEORT (13)
| | | | REPORTABLE | | | | | | REPORTABLE |

CAUSEl1YSIEtiLEoiteentNLitw!ufAtluRERLIDERD1_I !CAUSEl1Y11LnLCQtiPDRERLIMANUfACIURERil0_ HERDS I
I I I I I I I I I | |

1_L_ LLLLLLLLJ - L_ ! Ll_L_LLLLLL. L_1 !

I I I I i I I I I | |

! _LJ_! ! I ! ! ! L_1 1 ! LJ l I L1 1 !! l ! I

SVEELLtt[N_IALitEPORT EXPECIED_.114) | EXPECTED |HONTHlDAYlYEAR.
__ |__ | SUBMISSION | | |
_ LYIL11Ly en_csspl.ettlXPECIED_5UQMIS S10tLQAIE ) I x LNO I DATE (15) ] l 1_ | | L
ABSTRACT (Limit' to 1400 spaces, i.e., approximately fif teen single-space typewritten lines) (16)

On November 20, 1992, at approximately 1530 Eastern standard time (EST), with Units-1
and 2 in power operation at approximately 100 percent power, it was discovered that the
surveillance requirement for verification of containment integrity was not performed
properly. The position of ten manual drain and test connection valves in each unit was
not verified. The surveillance instruction (SI) steps were waived by the performers
when the units were at power because of potential industrial safety concerns. The event
was discovered during review of a procedure revision request to waive inspection of two
valves when the units are at power. A review of the applicable SI data packages-
indicated that the SI had been improperly performed at power since May 17, 1990, when a
note was added indicating that some valves may be inaccessible at power. Upon discovery-
of the event, Lir.iting Condition for Operation (LCO) 3.6.1.1 was entered. The cause of
the event is coasidered to be inappropriate waiver of SI steps as a result of an
inadequate procedure. A special SI was performed for inspection of the valves that were
waived. These valves were found in the closed position as required, and LCO 3.6.1.1 was-
eaited. The procedure note was revised to clearly communicate the potential safety
hazard where these valves are located and that the note does not imply that inspection
can be waived.

NRC Form 366(6-89)
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NRC (Srm 366A1 -U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COHMIS$10N. Approved OMB No.' 3150-0104#

(6-89) Enpires 4/30/92
LIEENSEE EVLWT REPORT (LER) -.

TEXT CONTINUATION

FACitITY NAME (1). |DOCKETNUMBER(2)} LfJLHUNDULiftl_1 l PAGLi3.1
| | | |5EQUENTIAL| | REVISION | | -| | |-

Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, Unit 1 | jEAIL] | NVBDi!L._j _ LtuiDta_1 l .I | |
1015jQj0]DjllLlLlLl21 1012 | 1 l--| 01 O_jJLtl.ori 01 s

TLxi (If more space is required, use additional NRC form 366A's) (17)

1. PLANT CONDITIONS

Units 1 and 2 were in power operation at approximately 100 percent power.

II. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

A. EYent

On November 20, 1992, at approximately 1530 Eastern standard time (EST), it
was discovered that the surveillance requirement for verification of
contairunent integrity (EIIS Code JM) was not performed properly. The-position
of ten manual drain and test connection valves (EIIS Code TV) in the, main
steam valve vaults of each unit were not verified. The valves are-in the
outboard portion of the containment isolation boundary cra the main steam
(EIIS Code SB) and feedwater (EIIS Code SJ) systems. The surveillance
instruction (SI) steps for these valves were waived by the SI performers when-
the units were at power. Applicable SI data packages were reviewed. and it
was determined that the SI has been improperly per'ormed at power since
May 17, 1990. The sis were revised at that' time add a note indicating that
some valves may be inaccessible at power, However, before going to Mode 4
after a refueling outage or shutdown on either unit, the valves.were verified
to be closed. Upon discovery of the event, Limiting Condition for Operation
(LCO) 3.6.1.1 was entered. A special SI was performed for inspection of the-
valves that were waived on each unit. These valves were found in the closed
position, as required, and LCO 3.6.1.1 was exited.

B. Inoperahls_Sirnaturea d sponents. or Syatems That Contributed to the_EYant

None.

C. Daten_anLApproximate_Ilmea_n U iajor_0cturrences

May 17, 1990 An SI for valve position verification was-revised; a
note was added identifying specific valves that may be
inaccessible at power because of high temperature or.
possible steam blow.back.

October 17, 1992 An assistant shift operations supervisor reviewed a
Unit 2 performance of the SI'and requested a procedure.
revision. The. request was for the addition of two
valves to those already identified as potentially
inaccessible.

NRC form 366(6-89)
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* NRC Para 366A U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATC3Y COMMISSION Apprend OHB No. 3150-0104
-(6-89) Expires 4/30/92

LICENSLE EVENT REPORY (LER).

TEXT CONTINUATION

FAClllTY NAME (1) |DOCKETNUNDER(2)| LER HUHt3ER (6) l | PAGT,_(.3)
.

| | | | SEQUENTIAL | | REVISION | | | | |
5equoyah Nuclear Plant. Unit 1 | lYEARl | HUMBER l' ! HVt0IR_l | | | -|

|Difd.0101013_lLl7 19 |2_l-l 0 1 2 1 1 1-1 0 l 0 1 01 31Dfj 01 S
TEXT.(If more space is required. use additional NRC form 366J s) (17)

November 20, 1992 During review of the procedure revision request, it was
at approximately determined that no basis existed for excluding the valves
1530 EST from containment integrity verification inspection.

Past SI performances were reviewed, and improper
performance of the SI was identified.

November 20, 1992 Operations entered LCO 3.6.1.1 for each unit, and a
at 1533 EST special S1 was requested to inspect the valves that were

waived.

November 20, 1992 The special SI was coropleted for Unit 1; the valves were
at 1907 EST found closed. Operations exited LCO 3.6.1.1 for Unit 1.

November 20, 1992 The special SI was completed for Unit 2; the valves were
at 2252 EST found closed. Operations exited LC0.3.6.1.1 for Unit 2.

D. 01her._Systemsa r_Se_condary_lunctions E lected

None.

E. tielh0Il_ollanolery

The event was discovered during review of a procedure revision request for the-
addition of two valves for waiver of inspection. It was determined that no i

basis existed for excluding the valves from containment integrity
verification. Past SI performances were reviewed, and improper performance
was identified.

F. OptIAlor Actiona

Operations personnel entered LC0 3.6.1.1 and took appropriate. action to ensure-
containment integrity.

G. Salcly_SyfttenLRespanana

Not applicable - no safety system responses were required.

III. CAUSE OF-EVENT

A. Imediale_Cauae

The irmnediate cause of the event is a result of inappropriate waiver of SI
steps as a result of an inadequate procedure. The steps were waived by the SI
performers because a note in the SI was interpreted as permission to waive the
inspection when the units were at. power.

NRC form 366(6-89)
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_

(6-89) Expiros 4/30/92
LICIRSEE EVENT REPORT (LER)

IEXT CONTINVATION*

FACit!TY HAME (1) |DOCKETNUMBER(2)| LER NUMBER _{ft) l I PAGE (3)

| | | | SEQUENTIAL | | REVISION | | | |- |
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, Unit 1 | lYEAR I l NUMBER | | NUMBER I | | |_|

Inisiolojo1312 ;719121-1 o 12 I i 1-1 o I o I of 4toftoL3_
TEXT (If more space is required, use additional NRC form 366A's) (17)

B. RnoL.Cause

The root cause of this event is attributed to an inadequate procedure. The
note in the SI stating that the valve may be inaccessible at power was
ambiguous. The note was added to the SI as a caution of potential health and

.

safety hazards in the area where the valves are located. This was intended to 1

alert the performer to take appropriate safety precautions during performance
of the SI in those locations.

C. Contributing _Enctors

Misunderstanding of the requirements for procedure step waiver and technical
specification application relative to vent, drain, and test connection valves
required for containment isolation veri.fication, lead the reviewers of the
completed SI data packages to believe waiver of inspection for these valves
was allowed. As a result, the event was not identified during routine review
of the SI data packages.

IV. ANALYSIS OF EVENT

Containment integrity ensures confinement of radioactive material inside the

containment vessel. The valves in this event were verified to be in the isolated
(closed) position before power ascension (after a refueling outage or shutdown) of
each unit. Also, when the valves were inspected upon discovery of the improper SI
performances, the valves were found in the normal configuration position
(closed). Configuration control processes ensure that if a valve position is
off-normal, it is returned to normal configuration following the evolution
requiring the position change. Nothing exists to indicate that containment
integrity was not maintained. For these reasons, this event did not adversely-
affect the health and safety of the public.

V. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

A. Imediate_&orr.es11y.c.Antions

The valves that were waived in the SI performance were inspected. The
procedure note was revised to clearly communicate the potential industrial
safety hazard at the valve locations and that the note does not imply that-
inspection can be waived.

-B. Catractiv_eJction to_EteyenLEenurrence

The proper use of procedure step waiver will be communicated to personnel that
perform SI data package reviev,

NRC Form 366(6-89)
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NRC form 366A U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION Approved OMB No. 3150-0104*

-(6-89)' Expires 4/30/92-
LICENSEE LYENI REPORT (LER),

TEXT CONTINVATION

-

FACILITY NAME (1) |DOCKETNUMBER(2)| LER NUMD.iR (6) l l PAGE (3)

| | | | SEQUENTIAL | | REVISION | | | | |
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, Unit 1 | 'jyIARI l_fMBER l | NUMBEEL{ | | |-|

1015j01010lll2_lLl9_j2_ l-|- 0 1 2 1 1 1-| Q_L 0 1 01Jilofis11
TEXT (If more space is required, use additional NRC form 366A's) (17)

The procedure that provides guidance for waiver of a procedure step will be
revised to clarify requirements for procedure step waiver.

The procedures reviewed for LER 327/92003 for provisions to waive requirements
with the units at power will be re-reviewed to ensure that ambiguity that
could be interpreted to allow waiver of ;)rocedure steps has been properly -
iaentified and resolved.

VI. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

A. Ea11cti_ Components

None.

B. Etey.icualimilarlvents

A review of previous events identified LER 327/92003 as an event where the
inspection of fire protection valves inside containment was waived. In that
event, the root cause was determined to be-a deficient procedure because valve
position verification was not required in containment during operation.
Therefore, the inspection _of the fire protection valves was waived during
performance of the procedure. The action taken as a result of that event was
to review other sis for provisions to waive requirements with the unit at
power to ensure that compliance is maintained. The review identified the
procedure containing the note. However, because the reviewer did not clearly
understand technical specification requirements for the valven in question,
the procedure note and waiver of inspection at power was thought to be
acceptable. The action taken previously should have identified the event
described in this LER.

-VI1. COMMIRIENTS

1. The proper use of procedure step waiver will be communicated by
January 22, 1993, to personnel that-perform SI data package review.

2. The procedure that provides guidance for waiver of a-procedure step will be
revised v ., ch 22, 1993, to clarify requirements for procedure step waiver.

3. The procedures reviewed for LER 327/92003 for provisions to waive requirements
with the units at power will be re-reviewed by March 22, 1993, to ensure that
ambiguity that could be interpreted to allow waiver of procedure steps has
been properly identified and resolved.

NRC Form 366(6-89)


